Cheaters that insist on being spore own. (One would predict that as amebas, they tend cells and refuse to serve in the stalk can easily arise because they can parasitize strains other than their own. (One would predict that as amebas, they tend to migrate farther than other strains do.) The embryo of a higher plant or animal would not seem to face this problem, being derived from a single cell, without any intervening diversification.

Buss’s approach is selectionist, with a vengeance, but it differs significantly from the familiar Williams-Hamilton-Dawkins style of thought with its strong emphasis on the individual as a gene-machine. Buss’s approach is pluralistic and hierarchical:

The history of life is a history of transitions between different units of selection. The transition focused on here—that between the cell and the individual—is but one such transition. Others must have preceded it. Numbered among those preceding must be the origin of self-replicating molecules, the association of autonomously replicating molecules into self-replicating complexes, the incorporation of such complexes into cells, the establishment of a multigenomic cell via incorporation of autonomously replicating organelles, and, with the evolution of sexuality, the origin of species. Just as transitions preceded the transition which established the multicellular individual, transitions establishing new units of selection have followed. Among these must be the association of individuals into kin groups and the association of neuronal activities into ideas capable of replication and variation (p. 171).

In other words, the hierarchy of levels of organization is also a hierarchy of levels of selection. The lower levels may be less active than they once were (individuality being firmly established in most multicellular taxa), but selection still acts on every level at which there is replication and the inheritance of variation. In this respect Buss’s views seem something like an inverted form of current thinking about group selection and species selection.

In organization and in spirit, The Evolution of Individuality is a series of discursive essays, not a rigorous analysis. The argument flows almost like a dream; it is qualitative and nonlinear; various themes reappear again and again in different guises; there are many footnotes, some of which are essays unto themselves. Along the way we meet an astonishing diversity of biological facts, a nearly equal diversity of hypotheses, and many comments on the history of thought about development and evolution. (A major contention is that Weismann’s theory of the germ plasm has wrongly overshadowed his theory of hierarchical levels of selection.) There are many beautiful line drawings illustrating obscure organisms, embryologies, and life cycles. Because the argument contains so many strands woven together in a complex way, some readers may find it helpful to begin with the last chapter (The Evolution of Hierarchical Organization), which gives a
fairly concise and unadorned summary of Buss's views on the issues that recur in different contexts throughout the book. 

The Evolution of Individuality seems likely to inspire many interesting models, experiments, and analyses of comparative data. Even if many of its particular claims turn out to be wrong, it could permanently change the way we think about life histories. 

Jon Seger, Biology, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah


The use of optimality theory in evolutionary biology is the subject of this collection of essays by philosophers, psychologists, and biologists, and reviewed here by an evolutionary biologist who uses optimality theory in his own work. It consists of 16 chapters organized into four parts: Methodological Questions, Evolution and Optimality, Applications, and Applications to Human Behavior.

The level of argument is generally very high, with a resulting clarification of the issues that can only lead to better understanding of evolutionary theory. The vulgar application of optimality arguments, simple-minded pan-adaptationism, is not under discussion here, but rather the foundational issues of explanation, causation, model-building, and hypothesis-testing in the face of complexities that arise across a range of hierarchical levels. Optimization emerges as one of several justifiable approaches to evolution but certainly it is inadequate as an exclusive method. I found the contributions of Beatty, Kitcher, Sober, Maynard Smith, Lewontin, Emlen, Staddon, and Hirshleifer especially stimulating. Shepard's chapter on the evolution of mind impressed me as being less well grounded.

For an evolutionary biologist, the book amounts to a critique of what one is doing while one is doing it. To a certain kind of mind, the challenge inherent in fine-tuning the engine of a car while it is driving down a freeway at high speed provides an existential thrill not available in normal scientific activity. (Here evolutionary biology is the car, the freeway is the scientific approach to understanding the world, the engine is the collection of theoretical approaches to evolutionary understanding currently in play, and the fine-tuning consists of the philosophical critique of optimality models represented in this book.) To such minds, this book will be a delight to read, for its various chapters lay bare the implicit assumptions that practicing scientists and philosophers make in constructing explanations.

For others, the deep exploration of a single approach requires a willed suspension of disbelief. They want to see how much optimality can bring, and they can't continually worry about its drawbacks. Instead, they concentrate on exploring its strengths, which yields insights into the method that are essential for comparing it with other approaches. To such minds, this book will be interesting, but a distraction. (To the book's credit, even this issue is explored, albeit rather superficially, under the heading of how much attention biologists should pay to philosophers.)

To me this book was a pleasure, the best-balanced discussion of the application of optimality theory to the problem of adaptation that I have read. Critics of optimality should read it before engaging in discussion those of their colleagues who use optimality theory in their work. Their conversations might then concern deeper and more substantive issues than are often discussed. Biologists who use optimality theory should also read this book because of the light that it sheds on what they are doing and to prepare themselves for conversation with the above-mentioned critics—but if you react as I do, you won't take the comments of the philosophers more seriously than the interplay between your own ideas and data.

Stephen G. Stearns, Zoology Institute, University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland

DIE NEUTRALITÄTSTHEORIE DER MOLEKULAREN EVOLUTION.
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